
Light a candle or some incense or both. The flame

represents purification and will burn away any lower

energy and the smoke will carry it to the light for

transmutation. Smoke is used in many ancient

traditions and is said to carry Spirits on the winds to

the Heavens. Incense fragrances such as Sandalwood

or White Sage are grounding and protective and light

fragrances such as rose are Angelic and sweet.

HERE ARE A FEW QUICK TIPS TO CLEAR STUCK ENERGY AND

ENHANCE THE VIBE OF A ROOM OR SPECIAL SPACE.

Set the intention to release any stuck energy and invite in the light.

Intention is everything. If your intention is to refresh the space to make it

more welcoming and relaxing, say a few words out loud like, "I release

any stuck energy to the light for purification & invite high vibrational

loving energy into this space."

Play some light Angelic music or ring a bell. Try classical music,

something with high sweet notes or anything you like to sing along to.

You can also ring bells and chimes or play singing bowls. As sound

vibrates, it shifts energy and raises the vibration. You can even just clap a

few times in a corner to ‘shatter’ and accumulated energy and help to

move it along.  



Add some colour to the room. If the room is dark and feels cold, add some

bright colours or white curtains. Colour vibrates at varying rates, the lighter the

colour, the higher, the vibrations.

 

De-clutter. Sort out the piles of stuff that have just been hanging around. Put

things away and clear items out. Objects gather and hold energy, especially

things we have had for a long time. Don’t be afraid to let go of ‘stuff’. You can

gift it to a friend, give it to charity or sell it. You will still have the memories

without accumulating clutter

 

Open a window and let the sunshine and fresh air in! Throw open the windows

and let the wind and the bird song refresh the space. A good dose of sunshine

and fresh air can do wonders for a dull room.

Place some of your favourite crystals in the corners and near the door. Rose

quartz, Tourmaline and Selenite are excellent energetic cleansers.

Himalayan salt lamps also work to purify air and cleanse energy. Go with any

crystals you are drawn to or research stones with specific purposes.
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